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1 
This invention relates to improvements in ro 

tary earth boring bits and has more particular 
reference to the type of bit for Well drilling 
wherein multiple abrading Or cutting wheels are 
rotated under presSuure lupOn the work Surface as 
the drill bit descends, and wherein a muud fillush 
is led to the working face and the cutting tool 
in its rotation excavates to its full diameter, the 
flush removing the eroded material. 

Heretofore earth boring bits for oil Wells and 
the like as set out above and particularly those 
of the multiple cutter head type have been fash 
ioned by dividing the bit stock into as many Sec 
tions as the number of cutters, each Section Car 
rying a stub axle and each Such axle a cutting 
tool. Equally each Such cutting tool is provided 
with locking ball races and thrust roller bearings 
wherein the locking balls are inserted through 
passage Ways extending from the exterior periml 
eter to the race. 
The provision of ball entrances to the cutting 

tool races tends to weaken the cross section of 
the stub axle, and the closure wall of each pas 
sage is continuously in abrasive contact with the 
wall of the well being drilled. 
The object of the present invention is to prO 

vide a multiple cutter bit wherein a divided cut 
ter head is avoided with an increase of strength 
and riigidity and wherein both ball and roller 
races are provided, the said balls for the bearings 
being introduced at the time of assembly without 
rollway passages for their entrance. A further 
object of the invention is the easy removal and 
replacement of all or any of the cutters without 
disassembly of the whole cutter head or bit. 
The invention consists in a rotary earth bor 

ing bit having a single piece housing centrally 
cored with threaded connection spigot and taper 
ing sides, said housing accommodating a Series 
of upwardly converging stationary stub Shafts, 
all said shafts being secured within said housing 
by a single locking member, each said shaft car 
rying an angularly disposed stub axle, said axle 
carrying a toothed cutter cone rotatably mounted 
thereon but positionally locked thereto, and 
adapted to abrasively contact the work Surface 
upon rotation of the bit. 
The invention is further characterized by 

means for circulating the lubricating fiush that 
is brought to the work surface and its return 
flow, said fush. being introduced above the cone 
cutters and means for rotatably locking the cut 
ter cones upon the stub axles and sealing the 
bearings against entry of dirt. 
The races for the balls of the ball bearings in 
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2 
the conical and toothed cutterS are turned to 
running Size but the entrance rims are left a 
few thousandths Of an inch leSS than the diam 
eter for admission of the balls. The roller paths 
are turned to exact size and provision made for 
a Sealing ring or ringS. O aSSemble the bearings 
the axles with the balls and rollers are placed 
in position for entry and a cramping force ap 
plied from back to front. 
The conical and toothed cutter is now heated 

externally by any convenient means causing ex 
pansion of the cutter shells until the balls pass 
the previously undersized rims and Snap into the 
race, at Which point the heating means and 
cramps are withdrawn and the cutter shape in 
cooling regains its intentional dimensions. When 
the balls are entering within the respective races 
the movement of the stub axle to nest Within 
the cutter Shell also simultaneously locates the 
journal rollers which are axially disposed and 
tends to close the cutter shell base upon the 
Sealing ring or rings. . A locating spigot formed 
at the end of the stub axle enters a recess or 
Socket in the cutter shell nose which aligns the 
interengaging partS and haS the further benefit 
of producing a relatively even thickness of cutter 
shell Which is important for expansion under 
heat when assembling the ball races, and for heat 
treatment When hardening. 

In Order that the invention shall be more 
fully understood and described, reference is made 
to the accompanying drawings wherein a three 
cutter wheel assembly is shown and wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a part Sectional elevation of the as 
Sembled drill bit with three toothed conical cut 
terS, 

Fig. 2 is a vertical elevation of stub shaft and 
axle ac, 

Fig. 3 is a vertical elevation of stub shaft and 
aXile y, 

Fig. 4 is a Vertical part elevation of stub shaft 
fOr Stub axle 8, 

Fig. 5 is a plan of the bit head at line A-B, 
Fig. 1, and 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary front elevation show 
ing one of the stub shafts and its squared shoul 
derS. 

Referring to the drawings, and particularly to 
Fig. 1, the drill bit head is formed as a steel 
housing internally cored at 2 and formed with 
jointing Shoulder 3, and normal screw thread 
and tapering coupling spigot 4. The housing 
has a groowed cylindrical skirt 5, and an upwardly 

. . tapering grooved contour above said skirt. The 
55 housing I is bored angularly as at 6 to accom 
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modate the three stationary stub shafts ac, y, and 
g, each Said Shaft having incised ports T for mud 
flush circulation to the cutting face from the 
passage 2, the latter in a known manner being 
in fluid circuit With a tubular drill String (not 
shown). The stub shafts ac, y and & are held from 
downward displacement by the threaded bolt 3, 
Whose head is accommodated in a recess 9 in the 
housing f. The Shank of the bolt engages groove:S 
0 in the Shafts ac and y but is threaded into a 

screwed aperture i i in shaft &. This assembly 
rigidly locks the ShaftS C, y, C, in their upper 
parts but each said shaft is provided with Squared 
shoulders || 2 which respectively engage rectangu 
lar sided bearing seats 13 in the housing Il. The 
operative lower end of the shafts C, y, 2 have 
curved back shields || 4 and angle?i extensions i 5 
of the shafts, said extensions carrying angled 
stub axles i 6. Each stub axle i 6 carries a boSS i 
for seating a sealing ring 8, a roller path i 9 
and roller race seat 20 and below the latter a 
ball race 2 , each stub axle terminating in a locat 
ing spigot 22. Disposed upon the stub axles are the 
cutter wheels 23. Said cutter wheels are formed 
as conical members of hardened Steel, the angle 
of disposition of the stub axle to the common 
axis of the bit being such that the taper of the 
conical cutter used gives a substantially hori 
zontal contact or that of a flattened cone of 
the cutter wheel teeth 24 to the rock or earth 
drilled. In the form shown stub shaft & carries 
a cutter wheel 23 having a terminal cutter tooth 
or cone bit 24a, which projects beyond the arXial 
center v of the drill bit. The object of this is to 
prevent conical piping at the well center face and 
obviate an undue side thrust When boring Very 
hard rock such as porphyry. The rows of teeth 
24 of the several cutting heads 23 are staggered 
the one in relation to its neighbors at cross 
planes where i?terference or jamming would 
otherwise occur at the lower series of toothed 
rings as shown in Fig. 1. Hence neither of the 
cutting wheels on st?b axles of shafts ac and y 
are provided with terminal cone bit teeth similar 
to tooth 2 Aqa, while the outermost toothed ring 
24b whose wear and stress is the greatest is clear 
of any contact with its neighbor wheels and are 
made of stout section and longer length of face. 
The interior of the cutter wheel conical Shells are 
each provided with a socket 25 for Spigot 22, a 
ball race 26 for the balls 27, the rim 28 of said 
race being turned to be less in diameter by say 7 
or 8 thousandths of an inch than the outermost 
limits of a confining circle of the assembled balls. 
The remaining part of the cutter wheel interior 
has a truly turned roller path 29 and a recess 30 
for the sealing ring 8, the back of the cutter 
sheil just contacting the shoulder of the part 5 
of stub Shaft C, J, &. 
The operation of the invention is as follows: 

Assuming the parts to be assembled as above de 
scribed the drill bit as a whole is threaded to the 
tubular drill tube string and the bit and string 
lowered into operative position. The preSSure 
due to gravity of the bit upon the working sur 
face is adjusted by the operator. The mud lubri 
cating flush is pumped under pressure down the 
string tube and enters the drill bit through the 
core tube 2, passes through the passages T and is 
fed to the cutting tools through three equi-Spaced 
tubular ports 31, the return circuit of the flush 
being external of the drill bit and through the 
passages between the core cutters past the taper 
ing sides of the bit housing t, and through the 
annular passage existing between the well wall 
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4. 
and drilling tube string to the ground Surface. 
the cutting drill bit is then rotated and the teeth 
24 cut or abrade the earth or rock Surface and 
the respective toothed cutter cones are free to 
revolve. In Some cases the teeth of the cutter 
cones 24 may be angled to increase drag con 
tact with the surface, and are preferably tipped 
with tungsten carbide, or other like hard and 
wear-resisting material. Since the teeth of one 
cutter are staggered in relation to the others the 
whole circular alrea of the work surface is trav-- 
ersed and the tooth 24a, removes the center, this 
tooth under revolution of the whole cutter cone 
exerting the maximum abrasive force. Although 
the invention has been described as applied to a 
three cutter head bit, the invention is equally 
satisfactory with a two cutter head or four. 
According to the invention any one of the cut 

ters and its stub shaft may be removed and re 
placed without the Slightest difficulty or great loSS 
of time. To achieve this the bolt 8 is withdrawn, 
the particulair Stüb Shaft removed, a new One in 
Serted and the bolt 8 replaced. This method 
of replacement is of great advantage over Some 
types of multiple cutter drill bits wherein the 
nousing is in the form of a multiplie series of cou 
pled parts each of which is an independent entity 
requiring exact alignment with the others in re 
aSSembly. 

It will be undei Stood that Once the cutter cones 
23 are in positioin Lupon the stub axles, the stub 
shaft at or J or & and its Stub axle 6 are in locked 
relationship and cannot come adrift, the only 
means of removing and replacing the cutter cones 
23 being to heat the cone about the bail race 26 
a1nd Prim 3, e. g. by electrical milleans, and then 
pull the cone from its axle il 6. 

clain: 
1. A, rotary earth boring bit comprising a shank 

with at least three bores converging upwardly 
frolin the base thereof and with a bore extending 
transVersely of said Shank near the upper ends 
of Said converging bores, said transverse bore 
fully interSecting Gine of Said converging bores 
and partially interSectiling each of the reimaining 
converging bores, a Stationary stub shaft remov - 
ably mounted in each of Said converging bores, 
an angularly disposed Stub axle Secured to the 
lower end of each Stub shaft, a rotary cutter cone 
mounted On each Stub axle, and a single locking 
member adapted to be secured in said transverse 
bore to lock all Said stub shafts in their respective 
bores, Said single locking member having a 
threaded end, the Stub shaft in said fully inter 
Sected bol'e being formed With a threaded trans 
verse hole adapted to receive the threaded end of 
Said locking member, and the remaining stub 
Shafts each being formed with a peripheral lock 
ing recess to receive and fit around the body of 
the locking Alember in said transverse bore. 

2. A rotary earth boring bit comprising a shank 
formed with at east three bores converging up 
Wardly from the base tereof and with a bore ex 
tending transverseily of said shank near the upper 
ends of Said converging bores, a stationary stub 
shaft removably mounted in each of said upward 
ly extending bores, each said stub shaft being 
formed near its upper end with a locking recess, 
an angularly disposed stub axle secured to the 
lower end of each said stub shaft, a rotary cutter 
cone mounted on each said stub axle, and a single 
locking member adapted to be secured in said 
transverse bore im locking relationship with the 
locking recesses in said stub shafts, and thereby 
to lock all said stub shafts in their respective 
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bores, in which the shank is provided with a cen 
trally located mudflush passage extending frOm 
its upper end to the upper end of the converging 
bores, in which each stationary stub shaft is prU - 
vided with a mudflush passage extending from it:S 
upper end, Where it communicates with the muld 
flush pa SSage in the shank, to a point about half 
way down the length of the stub shaft, and in 
which the Shank is further provided with an ad 
ditional mudflush passage for each Stub Shaft, 
Said additional mudflush passages extending up 
wardly from the lower end of said shank to com 
municate each With the lower end Of One Of Said 
mudflush passageS in Said stub shafts, the lower 
ends Of Said additional mudfillush pasSages termi 
nating just above Said rotary Clutters. 

GEORGE HERBERT LANCHESTER. 
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